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Again and again you realize that the best way to explain a work of art is with
another one.

— Roberta Smith
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Always Wanted

in building upon touch
I always wanted the best
a lasting hope to share
someday you will become friendship
you will become our woman
I truly feel this
she sang and cried please
I mean I hope you will
in building upon the past
you will become our past
and someday will be the best
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Wish to Share

lucky happy lasting and true
you have always wanted this
to buy one online and feel it
I hope I don’t have to
our past was my best
it was it truly was
please stay in touch
and become interested in building
become my last woman
happy she sang and cried
and someday was
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Zombie Banks

I hope you will become our past
and buy friendship online
I mean it she sang and cried
establishing that I don’t have to
how’s the book? quite fantastic?
in building it mean it
someday you truly will
Oh, Sara I feel so very lucky
I don’t have to touch this one
our past was my woman
she truly was I cried
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To George Michael

become lucky and stay in touch
truly feel interested
don’t “have to buy”
mean it and hope
know that you have always wanted this one
someday you will
Oh, Sara Oh, Sara
my best online woman
our past is our book
and I will always have that
now you know
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Wonderwall

Dear Sara you have always wanted me
and wanted the best a true friendship
I mean that our past was our book
the book of building and lasting
you are the best woman to touch
that I know the best for me
so please stay in this and truly feel
interested happy and lucky
you always have online I mean
I sang and cried sang and cried
I know that now
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To Elton John

I know that you have wanted
a lasting true past
for me our past is our book
and I hope I buy this one
I truly feel wanted so please stay
someday you will become Sara
establishing a lasting “this one”
that you will always know
“Please” she sang and cried
our past was my best
I feel so lucky to become it
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To Boy George

someday you will become quite lucky
so please stay in touch
I truly feel our past and I mean it
in building it you will become it
she sang and cried sang and cried
I hope I don’t have to
will you buy me online now?
establishing a lasting true touch
and become affection and always wanted
please stay so for me
I hope that I become our past someday
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To Christina Aguilera

establishing and building
so that you will always have
a book I hope that you will
become interested in the best
for me and I don’t have to buy
this one my best woman this one
someday please stay and mean it
truly I feel so very and very, very
lasting and coming
now she sang and cried
someday you will mean it
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To Nick Carraway

you will and I know
I hope and you have
our past was truly
it was quite fantastic
Sara sang and Sara cried
you will become interested
you will become a book
please stay my best
so very and very, very
I feel and I was
you wanted and you will
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To Victor Komarovsky

happy and lucky
building and establishing
lasting and true
interested and coming
stay
I hope and I feel
I know and I don’t
best woman and best book
wanted and was
please
sang and cried
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Frenhofer

that it
this he
for a
was
our the
for in
for to
upon the
this she
my she
so
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a new manuscript entitled Luminor.
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